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“

I feel a genuine sense of partnership with WorldStrides in creating site visit programs that
have the right tone and feel for our particular student community. Each program is the
capstone of our students’ time with us, and is often among the most memorable things they
do while studying at Penn.
– Umi Howard | Wharton School of Business
University of Pennsylvania

Together, WorldStrides and ISA are
the largest, most experienced and
trusted custom programs team in
higher education abroad. Our
unification means expanded
resources like partnerships with over
40 host universities, expert-level
curriculum consultants, risk management protocols that steer industry
standards, and across-the-board
logistics support. This gives you
greater flexibility and choice in
delivering transformative global
experiences for students.

”
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GLOBAL REACH

Wherever your imagination takes you,
we’ll meet you there

Argentina
Belize
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Peru
Puerto Rico
United States
Uruguay

Program & Offices Countries
Program Countries
Not currently supported for programs
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Albania
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium
Bosnia
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Malta
Monaco
Montenegro
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Scotland
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

We have the global reach and international
relationships to power your programs with
the best in experiential learning:

– Networks in 110 nations
– International offices in 30 countries
– Host universities in 40+ cities

Australia
Bangladesh
Cambodia
China
Fiji
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Mongolia
Armenia
Bahrain
Benin
Botswana
Egypt
Ethiopia
Ghana
Israel
Jordan
Kenya
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritius

Myanmar
Nepal
New Zealand
Philippines
Russia
Singapore
South Korea
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Qatar
Rwanda
Senegal
South Africa
Tanzania
Turkey
UAE
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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C U R R I C U L U M I N T E G R AT I O N

Your curriculum is at the heart of
what we do

Authentic engagements for your students
Thoughtful support for your coursework
Our approach is global, and local too.
Our team’s professional networks extend into nearly all of the countries where
we support travel. As part of our curriculum support services, your dedicated
curriculum coordinator will be a regionally-focused specialist who will collaborate
on your behalf with companies, NGOs, schools, and government offices in
your destination.
Hands-on tools to prepare students for the program
To enhance the impact of the learning experience for your students, our team
provides resources specific to your program, including:
––Pre-departure briefing – Explores cultural, political, and economic realities
in your destination today; offers additional reading recommendations
––Curriculum briefing – Company or speaker profiles, to maximize student
engagement
––Professional Development Toolkit – Optional post-travel deliverable, with
resources for leveraging the international experience for career search

Our mission is to help
you raise the educational
bar by supporting your
vision with resources that
complement your curriculum.
We’re satisfied when our
collaboration with you results
in taking students beyond
academic discourse and
helping them integrate their
learning with the real world.

“

We support a
robust range of curriculum needs

This is what
custom programming looks like

With more than 30 years of experience
in building custom programs, we’ve
supported a multitude of academic
disciplines from broad topics like art
or history, to specific ones like
supply chain management or
region-specific linguistics. If you’re
exploring a new course or core
competency, we have the manpower
to provide you with differentiated
engagements that deliver on your
vision. And our broad network of
international universities means you
can engage with their experts or
take advantage of local campuses to
give your course a home base.

The logistics of your program will
be managed by an expert, and we
believe the academics deserve the
same level of care. Our curriculum
specialists–the Global Academic
Team–have spent years building
networks of key speakers, companies,
and organizations that can show
your students real-world applications
of their studies. Our successful track
record for facilitating meaningful
interactions with professionals has
made these curriculum support
services a valued part of what we do
for many of our university partners.

Imagine your curriculum,
enriched with these
transformative global experiences:
–– Visits to key companies in trending
sectors, including guided tours
and executive meetings
–– Thematic, private tours of culturally
or scientifically significant
destinations, curated and led by
local subject matter experts
–– Onsite case studies with local
executives, tackling real-life business
challenges
–– Customized coursework taught
onsite at international host universities, and guest lectures by local
faculty members
–– Half- or full-day service-learning
placements, focusing on missioncritical projects

 lassroom settings are great for teaching students what to expect in the business world, but they can't
C
compare to the authenticity of experiencing it first hand. Learning from both executives and recent
graduates in Ireland gave us a global perspective that was truly invaluable. It’s not often you get to do all
of that while exploring a completely new country!

”

– Casey Li, Senior | California Polytechnic Institute
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A N I N S P I R AT I O N A L S T O R Y

One adventure inspires another
Read how two students started a business inspired by their travel program in Vietnam

John Wise and Wombi Rose were already old
friends when they were selected to go on
the FIELD program to Vietnam in their first
year at Harvard Business School. The 10-day
experience, planned in partnership with
WorldStrides, took them to Ho Chi Minh City
and Hanoi. It was the first time in Vietnam for
both John and Wombi.

John and Wombi interacting with locals in Vietnam

“One night [in HCMC], we were going to dinner together and we ran across this
style of art on a table at a night market,” Wombi explained. “We just thought–
this is really cool. And also, this is really similar to how you design a ship.”
As marine engineers by training, John and Wombi were fascinated by these
cards they’d found, called sliceform kirigami, and they returned to the market
later during free time to better understand the Asian art form they’d seen. They
bought a box of the intricately cut cards and took them home.
“We spent that third semester learning how to design more ourselves,” Wombi
said. John returned to Vietnam, even re-connecting with their tour guide, and
within months, they’d laid the foundation for LovePop.

John Wise

LovePop uses cutting-edge software to make 3-D greeting cards with hundreds
of unique, modern designs. The cards are assembled by hand by a team of
more than 250 in Vietnam.
John and Wombi recall their first time in Vietnam fondly as a bonding experience
for their cohort, and a unique learning opportunity. “The really special thing is
to take 45 of our classmates and plop them down into downtown Ho Chi Minh.
There are relationships from that trip that are much stronger than they would
have been just meeting at parties,” Wombi recalled.
And their love of Vietnam–particularly, the Vietnamese people–has only grown.
When you are initially traveling, it’s such a different place,” John observed.
“The more you work there, you realize, it’s exactly the same. The locals there
are people who go to work, who have fun, who have families. It’s kind of a
universality, and the world becomes much smaller.

“

Wombi Rose

When you are initially traveling, it’s such a different place,” John observed. “The more you work
there, you realize, it’s exactly the same. The locals there are people who go to work, who have fun,
who have families. It’s kind of a universality, and the world becomes much smaller.
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H E A LT H A N D S A F E T Y

Our integrated risk management
is best-in-class
In us, you have a partner who is relentlessly focused on
emergency preparedness—with years of investment in the
infrastructure and partnerships that deliver rock-solid safety
for your travel groups. In fact, with the combined strength of
WorldStrides and ISA, we now deliver a double-layer safety net
including deeper experience, greater capacity for emergency
support, and more contingency options.

Meet a few of our key team members:
Kim Burchfield
Senior Director of Account and Risk Management

Kim handles the day-to-day proactive planning that ensures each program
is carefully coordinated to our risk-management standards. Kim brings her
steady hand and extensive leadership in this area through more than 10
years’ experience in educational travel.
Robin Reliford
Director of Health and Safety–Higher Ed

In crises large and small, Robin manages the details of our response in
coordination with your university team. A J.D. by training, she regularly
updates and shares best practices through collaboration as a member of
committees for the OSAC Academia Working Group and Pulse: Higher
Education International Health and Safety Professionals.

Dr. Neal Sikka
Medical Director

Dr. Sikka is Chief of the Innovative Practice Section and Associate Professor
at the George Washington University Department of Emergency Medicine.
He heads WorldStrides’ Doctors on Call program, providing advice and
support to students who are hurt or sick while abroad.
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WorldStrides Protection and Planning

Liability insurance
—— WorldStrides can name your university as additionally insured

$50MM

 dditional primary medical and emergency medical evacuation insurance
A
for all participants
—— 100% mental health coverage for undergraduate groups

YES

Comprehensive vendor vetting, including adherence to local laws

YES

Protection of advance trip deposits

Up to 1 million

WorldStrides Emergency Response

 lobal network, enabling on-the-ground support and contingency
G
destination options and re-routing in the event of an emergency

YES

2 4/7 emergency support, in coordination with your university team
and protocols

YES

24/7 phone access to a U.S.-based physician for consultation

YES

Partnerships with global risk advisory organizations

WorldAware, OSAC
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OUR DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Built-from-scratch programs,
plus a partner every step of the way
Meet Lauren Reppa
Senior Director, Program Development

With 44 countries and counting on her own travel resume, Lauren offers an encyclopedia
of possibilities for program development. Her passion is that made-from-scratch program:
assessing the goals of each specific assignment, strategizing about destinations, and
honing an experience that delivers on the precise needs of the university partner.
Based in San Diego, Lauren joined WorldStrides in 2009. She consults with clients by
phone, and–where possible–on campus, and she participates in conferences, summits,
and familiarization trips each year. As the senior member of the program development
team, Lauren has worked with hundreds of university clients and collaborates regularly
with other team members to share from the well of her experiences.

“

OUR COMMITMENT TO SERVICE

The devil is in the details
The ideal partnership provides comprehensive, smart logistics coverage across the board. With us, that means more services to support you within a single relationship. From booking your airline travel to handling your visas—and so much
more—we dispatch your requests with one-and-done efficiency.
Site selection

Logistical support

On-campus visits

Still at the beginning of your process?
Our team can work with you to find
a destination that matches your
academic needs and your budget.
Together, we bring expertise and
resources in over 100 countries,
with local offices in 30 nations on
6 continents.

As a combined force, we have
expanded support services and
technological resources that give
you flexibility to make your program
execution seamless. From accommodations and group air bookings,
to savvy guides and field staff, to
classroom space and even our app–
if you can name it, we can handle it
for you!

We can hold face-to-face planning
meetings with you to collaborate on
program strategy. We’re also happy
to visit campus and join you in introducing our services to your team.

I remember reading the job description and saying, ‘this is my dream job.’ I loved the focus on
universities and who I’d be working with, and the focus on international experience. I loved the
mission of the company.

”

Like a fingerprint, every program is yours and yours alone.
Our approach to program development
is personal and comprehensive. Are
you looking for a J-term for a group of
12? Sure! Planning to take 150 students
for a summer course? We do that too!
We’ll collaborate with you to create an
experience that fits specific student
profiles, faculty needs, budget
requirements, and operational
timelines.

We’re here to
support your
recruitment
process, too.

––Scholarships and aid: We’ve helping students from all walks of life study
abroad through thousands of dollars in financial assistance and scholarships.
Read more about the options and recent scholarships recipients at
www.worldstrides.com/higheredscholarships.
––Complimentary recruitment support kit: Use our toolkit of proven
promotional materials—including your own website—to get the word out
about your program. Our team has developed and fine-tuned these resources
over the years, and they don’t cost a thing.
––On-campus assistance: When possible, our University Relations team and
campus ambassadors will jump in to provide in-person support for your
program at every step.
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Now it’s your turn!
Let’s work together to make your
itinerary an integral part of your course
Feeling inspired? Browse through the following pages of
case studies on recent programs from our real-life partners.
They’ll show you how your colleagues have
harnessed the power of experiential learning
to create uncommon educational outcomes. Enjoy!

12
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An Introduction to
South Africa

C ASE STUDY

DURHAM

SOUTH AFRICA

MBA Business

FACULTY LEADER

Kenneth Vickery

PROGRAM LENGTH

13 nights, 13 days

Value Investing in
New York City
DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

Executive MBA

PROGRAM LENGTH

6 nights, 6 days

GROUP SIZE

35 Students + Faculty + Guests

HIGHLIGHTS

–– Museum Hack—an interactive
field activity at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, focused
on leadership

–– Soweto Tour & Apartheid
Museum
–– Visit to the Durban Port

“

I love South Africa for its astounding physical beauty, and for
its fascinating, if often torturous, history – so comparable
to that of the US. And I love it for the warmth and vibrancy,
despite this history, of its people.

”

– Kenneth Vickery | Adjunct Faculty
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NEW YORK

–– Catholic Mass at St. Patrick’s
Cathedral

–– Meetings exploring adventure
and service tourism

This Global Academic Travel Experience (GATE) has become a mainstay
of the Fuqua School of Business,
with programs traveling twice per
year to explore the culture of South
Africa and its changing economy.
Led by a historian of African History,
the wide-ranging itinerary aims to
expose students to the physical
beauty of the country, the human
geography of its varied population,

MEXICO CITY

HIGHLIGHTS

–– Social impact investing meeting

and a range of business topics
driven by the students themselves.
Business meetings to support these
themes are a team effort, with half
of the engagements sourced and
arranged by WorldStrides, and the
rest organized by groups of students.
The travel experience is the capstone
of a 6-week course, with before and
after papers to focus student’s
preparation and reflection.

C ASE STUDY

IPADE Business School,
Universidad Panamericana

Fuqua School of Business, Duke University
DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

2

–– Welcome dinner and cruise on
the Hudson River

–– Overnight safari
–– Dinner in the bush
–– Robben’s Island
–– Cape Point
–– Table Mountain

IPADE’s international program in New
York is part of a long-time partnership
with Columbia School of Business.
The week-long course explores a
different aspect of finance each year
in the heart of American business,
with a classroom-based travel
experience conducted in collaboration
with EMBA students at Columbia.
IPADE partners with WorldStrides ISA
to manage the logistics of accommodations, transportation and cultural

activities, and accesses our network
as needed for business visits that
support their curriculum goals. This
recent program visited some of New
York’s best hotels and restaurants
for this adult cohort and their guests.
The academic components included
3 days of lectures and case studies
with content developed by IPADE
and Columbia, with one day of
business meetings arranged by
WorldStrides’ Global Academic Team.

–– Business visit at private
equity firm
–– Private lunch and Q&A with
an executive from an asset
management firm
–– Meeting at financial trade/
oversight association
–– Academic Sessions at
Columbia Business School

Travel programs in the United States are popular for non-American cohorts like IPADE. They
are also trending for American business schools in order to highlight a growth industry like
technology in Silicon Valley or to provide a different perspective for non-resident students
who may not have explored the U.S.

15
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Random Walks Vietnam:
A Pre-MBA Bonding
Adventure

C ASE STUDY

CHICAGO

VIETNAM

Pre-MBA

FACULTY LEADERS

Second-year Student Leaders

PROGRAM LENGTH

9 days, 8 nights

Comparative Context:
Summer Study Law in China

C ASE STUDY

PITTSBURGH

CHINA

Duquesne University School of Law

Booth School of Business, University of Chicago
DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

4

HIGHLIGHTS
–– Overnight cruise through
Halong Bay
–– Vietnamese
cooking demonstration
–– Temple of Literature

DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

Graduate Law

FACULTY LEADERS

Jacob Rooksby & Steven Baicker-McKee

PROGRAM LENGTH

23 days, 22 nights

In this 3-week program, students
compared components of American
law with the Chinese system during
back-to-back courses taught at
Duquesne’s partner universities in
China. With two distinct on-campus
components taught by different
professors in different locations,
the program tackled the ambitious
educational challenge of teaching
separate but related syllabi. This
was achieved by augmenting the
coursework with cultural excursions
and academic visits that provided
opportunities for students to

reflect on their classroom learning.
The unique mix of guest lectures,
excursions, co-curricular programming, and multi-city travel logistics
required a careful partnership between Duquesne and WorldStrides
to identify the areas where WorldStrides’ services best fit the needs of
the program. Duquesne’s Associate
Dean, Jacob Rooksby, credited
this partnership with making their
international programming possible.
“Planning this was simply too heavy
a lift for our faculty,” he explained.
“This allows us to teach.”

–– Thai Hoa Palace and the
Imperial Tombs of Tu Duc
and Khai Dinh

HIGHLIGHTS
–– Tian’anmen Square, Forbidden
City, and Summer Palace
–– Great Wall
–– Olympic stadiums
–– Terra Cotta Warriors and
Big Wild Goose Pagoda
–– Class at Southwest University
of Political Science and
the Law

–– Cu Chi Tunnels Tour
–– Mekong Delta Cruise Tour

–– Chongqing Ancient City Wall
and Provincial History Museum
–– Chengdu Panda Breeding
Research Center
This Vietnam trip was just one of
more than 30 “Random Walks” for
students at the Booth School of
Business in 2017. These pre-orientation trips are a longstanding tradition
at the University of Chicago. Each
year, the school partners with
WorldStrides to bring hundreds of
first-year students on adventures
across the world to develop
long-lasting bonds with their future

16

cohort. Second-year students serve
as trip leaders for each of the global
destinations and competitively
promote their trips to first-year
students who must be accepted to
travel through a rigorous application
process. Each trip is a mix of
relaxation and fun, exploring a new
culture together and preparing
students with a global mindset for
their business studies.

–– West Lake boat ride and tour
–– Yuyuan Garden, Urban
Planning Museum, & the Bund
–– Class at Zhejiang University
Guanghua Law School

“

China is where everything is today. For us not to be in China is
a disservice to our students.

”

– Jacob Rooksby, Associate Dean/Professor
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International Perspectives
on Education:
Czech Republic and Finland

C ASE STUDY

SOUTH CAROLINA
CZECH REPUBLIC

FINLAND

Furman University
DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

Education & Sociology

FACULTY LEADERS

Mike Svec & Joseph Merry

PROGRAM LENGTH

20 nights, 21 days

This May term program paired a
sociology and an education professor, placing public education in
the context of its cultural, political,
and social influences in two nations
with distinctly different approaches
to education. The Furman students
blossomed through interaction with
local students in small groups at the
primary, academic high school, vocational high school, and university

level. These faculty-arranged school
visits were paired with cultural
activities and guest lecturers who
provided contexts, such as a speaker
at the Jewish Museum who outlined
philosophies for teaching difficult
and sensitive topics to students.
Furman planned the Finland portion
of the program separately, and partnered with WorldStrides for the nearly
2-week visit to the Czech Republic.

HIGHLIGHTS
–– Local school visits to interact
with teachers and students of
varying academic levels
–– Visit to Toyota Peugeot
Citroën Automobile Czech
–– Strahov Monastery
–– Prague Castle
–– Communist Museum
–– Helsinki walking tour

6
C ASE STUDY

Biodiversity in
Madagascar

ALABAMA

MADAGASCAR

Auburn University at Montgomery
DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

Undergraduate Advanced Biology

FACULTY LEADERS

Shelly Taliaferro

PROGRAM LENGTH

12 nights, 13 days

Having traveled previously to Costa
Rica and the Galapagos Islands, the
Advanced Biology faculty leader was
ready to develop a program off the
beaten path, exploring Madagascar’s
environmental challenges and
unique varieties of endemic species.
Prior to the program, the group
consulted with scientists in-country,
which helped to prioritize the
habitat types and specially adapted
species of plants and animals that

the biology students hoped to study
firsthand. WorldStrides ISA arranged
naturalist guides who traveled with
the group for the duration of their
program, exploring Andasibe
National Park and canoeing to Lemur
Island, where the group got expert
instruction on the best strategies to
view, photograph, and record groups
of lemurs vocalizing and leaping
through their natural habitats.

Inspired by her own high school biology
teacher’s passion for research and discovery
of the natural world, Shelly has championed
education abroad for her own students –
leading international programs to ecological
hotspots around the globe.

HIGHLIGHTS
–– Andasibe National Park
–– Canoeing to Lemur Park
–– Tree planting at Ranomafana
National Park’s botanical
garden
–– Spiny Forest
–– Farewell dinner with local
musicians and native dances

–– National Museum of Finland
Q: What were the most rewarding parts of the program?
A: At Lemur Park, we canoed to an island, where waiting lemurs
jumped in our boats, then onto our shoulders, in search of bananas.
Everyone had huge smiles that day–nothing beats the experience
of a leaping lemur that lands on your head! The trip also provided a
firsthand and enlightening look at the smorgasbord of environmental
issues that threaten biodiversity and enlightened us on the plight
of people in the developing world. Though the Malagasy people
lack material wealth, they are rich in other ways–in their sense of
community and culture.

“

WorldStrides was very attentive to our needs and worked with us as we developed our program.
They listened and collaborated on our agenda…They followed our lead and we worked very well
together because we both listened, communicated, and followed through with suggestions. Since
our faculty had much experience with the Czech Republic, the local guides were accommodating
and flexible; they complemented our efforts.
– Mike Svec, Professor of Education
18

”

Q: Why is using a partner like WorldStrides important to you?
A: I had never traveled to Madagascar and it’s a large island, with a
variety of unique habitat types, each harboring a special set of
plants and animals. We wanted to make the most of this trip–to see
and do as much as possible. The team at WorldStrides made sure
that knowledgeable local guides knew just where to go. As a result,
we did not waste time wandering around aimlessly, and we were
able to see a huge assortment of incredible plants and animals–most
of them found nowhere else in the world!
19
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Framing the Secular and
the Sacred in Southern India

C ASE STUDY

TENNESSEE

INDIA

Belmont University

8

Media and Communications
Study + Internship in Sydney

C ASE STUDY

KNOXVILLE

SYDNEY

University of Tennessee Knoxville

DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

Undergraduate Arts & Religion

DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

Undergraduate Communications

FACULTY LEADERS

Beth Ritter Conn & Christine Rogers

PROGRAM LENGTH

14 weeks

PROGRAM LENGTH

11 nights, 12 days

Professors in theology and photography teamed up for a program that
encouraged students to uncover the
surprising intersections of the sacred
and secular that are unique to India.
They chose the technology hub of
Bangalore to help challenge pre-conceived notions of this complicated
country. As first-time faculty leaders,

they leaned on WorldStrides ISA to
coordinate major logistics, freeing
them to focus on the pedagogy of
their program. The itinerary facilitated
exploration of architectural styles,
churches and religious relics, as well
as real encounters with unfamiliar
people and cultures, including local
artisans.

HIGHLIGHTS
–– St. Thomas Mount
–– A traditional cooking class
–– Matrimandir

This once-in-a-lifetime semester
began with two faculty-led courses
and ended with an eight-week
internship, capturing some of the
best elements of classroom learning,
cultural immersion, and real-life
work experience. Through the
University of Sydney (an ISA host
institution), the team arranged
classroom space for a private course
on international communications
taught by the UT faculty, as well as a
guest course on Australian History
and Culture taught by a University of

Sydney professor and open to
Australian students as well. While
living in apartments and studying
among locals, the 19 students made
the most of their free time with
weekend and afternoon activities
and excursions, led by the ISA
Sydney staff. After their courses,
they spent 8 weeks interning at local
businesses and organizations
matched to their interests, with
day-to-day responsibilities focused on
different aspects of communications.

HIGHLIGHTS
–– Surf Camp
–– Scuba diving in the Great
Barrier Reef

–– Kathakali dancing in Cochin

–– Royal National Park

–– Tipu Sultan’s summer palace

–– Blue Mountains

–– Hampi

–– Sydney Opera House

–– DakshinaChitra
–– Kerala

Example
Internship Placements

“

I was able to spend 9 months in India from 2012-2013 on a Fulbright scholarship, which of course
was totally life changing. The words of Senator Fulbright are my guide: ‘Our future is not in the
stars but in our own minds and hearts. Creative leadership and liberal education, which in fact
go together, are the first requirements for a hopeful future for humankind. Fostering these-leadership, learning, and empathy between cultures—was and remains the purpose of the
international scholarship program...’ It is because I believe these values so deeply that I always
knew I wanted to continue the mission of international education and creative, interdisciplinary
scholarship programs. I’m grateful to work for an institution that is so supportive of these efforts
and who helps us build great connections like my connection with [my faculty partner] Beth, so
that we can make these big dreams a reality.
– Christine Rogers | Faculty Co-Leader

––Bashful Creative Agency –
Account management
––Her Business Network –
Social media management
––Excuse My French Event Agency –
Marketing
––Cross Vet Clinic –
Promotion/fundraising

”
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Honors Service-Learning
in Cusco, Peru

C ASE STUDY

FLORIDA

PERU

10

Health and Human Services
in Ireland

C ASE STUDY

SAN DIEGO

DUBLIN

San Diego State University

University of Florida
DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

Undergraduate Honors Service-Learning

FACULTY LEADERS

Regan Garner

PROGRAM LENGTH

11 days, 10 nights

This biennial program emphasizes
engagement in local culture through
hands-on service-learning. Sponsored
by the University of Florida’s Honors
program, the 2016 experience
brought students and faculty into
the heart of the Andes Mountains.
The group worked with an after-school program for school-aged
children and a youth development
organization focused on providing
resources to keep adolescents off the
streets. The projects focused on
revitalizing the existing space of the
organization and implementing
training workshops for the staff. To
facilitate group discussions and
debriefings, the program used
classroom space at the ISA Study
Center in central Cusco. Students
amplified their immersion in
Peruvian culture and Spanish
language by staying in the homes of
Cusco families. The itinerary also
included excursions to ancient Inca
sites, providing students with layers
of context for Peru’s rich artistic,
religious, and linguistic heritage.

HIGHLIGHTS
–– City tour of Cusco

DISCIPLINE/POPULATION

Undergraduate; varied majors within
Health and Human Services

PROGRAM LENGTH

9 days, 8 nights

This 9-day program aimed to explore
health challenges in Dublin as part
of a unique international-experience
requirement for all students studying
in areas like public health, nursing,
and social work at SDSU. The
73-person group used dorms at
University College Dublin as home
base for the program, with a
jam-packed course schedule that
often split the students by major to

experience academic visits tailored
to their specific courses of study.
These hands-on interactions were
paired with lectures and panels
hosted by local professionals in the
field, as well as several opportunities
to explore Dublin and Northern
Ireland. Our local staff supported the
program in collaboration with 5
faculty and staff leaders from SDSU.

HIGHLIGHTS

–– Day trip to Chinchero

–– Giant’s Causeway &
Carrick-a-Rede Rope Bridge

–– Traditional weaving workshop

–– Walking tour of Dublin

–– Pisaq Market

–– Half-day panel and tai chi
session with Health Services
Executives Ireland

–– Day trip to Andahuaylillas
–– Sacsayhuaman

–– One-day conference with
NGO presentations
–– Visit to a therapeutic
community and rehab center
–– Meeting with a refugee
council

Feedback from students

“
“

Spending time in Dublin taught me a lot about the healthcare
and lifestyle in Ireland. The atmosphere of the city, beauty of
the natural wonders, and friendliness of the people made my
trip a worthwhile one.

”

It is truly eye opening to be able to experience a new culture
firsthand and be able to relate everything to experiences
back home.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES

Offering educational travel experiences
to span the needs of your institution
WorldStrides' family of organizations offer a number of additional specialized programs
to serve your students through the arts, sports, service, internships, and more.

WorldStrides OnStage Programs

WorldStrides Excel Programs

CBL International

Customized tours that combine
inspiring international performances
with travel to the world’s most
famous and culturally relevant
destinations. Students get to hone
their onstage skills on iconic stages,
including famous cathedrals like
Notre Dame, historic castles, and
vibrant city squares. They sing and
play to live audiences from Rome to
Barcelona to Vienna and beyond.

Customized sports travel programs
focused on friendly games, international competition and tournaments.
Skill building and team bonding
through challenging team play and
active exploration of new countries
and cultures. Sports programs
include soccer, lacrosse, hockey,
rugby, swimming, basketball, and
over 35 additional sports disciplines.

Business & law study abroad
programs in China, UK, UAE, India,
and Brazil. On-campus experiences
for individual students at Oxford,
Cambridge, and other elite universities
allow students to earn credit in
short-term programs that augment
their resumes and add to their
professional skillset.

ISA offers high-quality, affordable
semester, year-long, and summer
study abroad, with opportunities
across the globe. From microbiology
to language immersion, ISA’s
comprehensive advising and support
can help each individual student
select a program that deepens their
interests and expands their mind.
Through long-standing partnerships
with over 40 universities around the
world, and local offices and study
centers in more than 25 countries,
the ISA experience lets students
discover, learn, and enjoy a way of
life other than their own.

Specialists in study abroad and
internships in the Asia Pacific region,
The Education Abroad Network (TEAN)
joined the WorldStrides family in 2018.
With more than 30 host university
partnerships in Australia, New Zealand,
Thailand, China, Vietnam and
Singapore, TEAN prides itself on
unbeatable value, exceptional study
support, and adventure as part of
immersive study abroad.

Did you know?
ISA offers internships and servicelearning! Both individual placement
and group options are available.
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Experiences define who we are. And redefine what is possible. We’re dedicated to
delivering educational travel experiences that fuel dreams for students of all ages. Our
journeys immerse them in knowledge, culture, and undeniable inspiration. We hope
you’ll join our family of global learners—and stay with us for years to come.

Proud member of

Begin planning a program with us today.
1-800-422-2368
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